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ET To Present Play Duo: "The Chairs." Senate Discussion of Parietals
The Bald Soprano by Eugene lonesco J
Emphasizes Rights, Flexibility
Runny Lowo '68 presented suggcs
lions for changes In the College
Court structure, and the reasons
the proposed changes. She alsc
Eugene Ioncsco's The Bald So-
prano and The Chairs are the sea-
son's first offerings by the Welles-
ley College Thentre. These nvnnt-
gardc absurd plnys cnplural
Paris and altered the fnce of the
contemporary theater when they
were first produced in 1950 nnd
1951.
Craig (Copper) Coggins '68,
president of the Wellesiey College
Theatre Club, will direct the pro-
ductions. Susan Alexander "69. will
assist. Performances will l)e Nov.
3 and 4 at 8 p.m. In Jewell Audi-
torium. Tickets nrc 75c. 50c for
College students.
Tragedy of I iingungc
The Bald Soprano has been called
a tragedy of language. It parodies
the emptiness and absurdity of the
lives of two middle-class English
couples. The play Is a riotous se-
quence of pious commonplaces, til-
lered with sublime Indifferences to
their banality. The play's ridicu-
lous dialogue demonstrates Ioncs-
co's contention that language Is the
prime means by which we nlienale
ourselves from each other and
from reality. the visitors, all of whom arc sen-
"The characters do not have sibly present to the old couple,
character," stresses Copper. Her Ioncsco's surprise ending is chnr-
endlng will emphasize that the lan- aclerisllcally ironic and sil|K'ri>ly
guage disintegrates because the theatrical. The play In a lour do
people's lives are hollow. force for actors, ns It in carried by
Ivy Drcizin 70 and Steve Marx two |KM)|>k«. Nancy Young T.H and lege Nov. 7 on "Shaw as n Music . hl,"H "' 1 rmgrcw associate pro- Pcttlgrew is presently conduct-
play Mr. and Mrs. Martin; Denlse John Murnane play the aged Critic." The lecture, s|>onsored by ,*??r psy ?,,,°'ocy, nl "nr" lm? rcnsonrch °» variables which








er 'cnn a "cct school desegregation in the
and Mrs. Smith. Elizabeth Gray 71 Less Pessimistic gin at 8 p.m. in Jewett auditorium.
'holoHrnl Viov!.""^ r , i« S0Ulh " Bos,on: NeBro Nefchbora
is the Maid and Roger Barnaby. The Chair is less pessimistic Haggln is presently music and
., m f_ p. nri .,nn H-.ll Mr Pniti
Bnnncd ln Boston and Pr°'»<- °'
the Fire Chief. Pamela Booze '68 than The Bald Soprano In that the ballet critic for the Hudson Review '
r
..v wi„ ', ," ,11 LS!,Vi«n.hin uT0 LAmerlca aro a™ng the
is the production stage manager. focus is on the human predicament, ami reviews records for Common-
„r»icln ^° H .
h3S "rinen Ho is also
Legacy to Humanity The old couple has been kicked weal, the Vale Review, and Hound J.™ J %£r„ " d h° , ^IV, ° ,,hC Nn,i°naI Ed"
In The Chairs an old man and out of the "garden" and no one will and Horn. Previously. Ilaggln was wJn"e altltulleH eoncernlne ,he , T*lTc,Cvision fi,m ' E",toPh
an old woman await the arrival of let them Into the city df Paris (I.e.. reconl and music critic for thc Nil- problems of Integration At 715
,a
W '
important guests (all Imaginary) paradise). Copper stresses the tlon. Ilaggln hnB published several that evening he will be In the Bcebe c ,
igI
?
W ,S presi(Iont of the
who have come to hear the message necessity of audience Involvement books dealing with music. Among living room for informal discussion
Society of Psychological Study of
the old man has long prepared as in order to feel the tragedy of this them nrc The Book of the Sym- with interested faculty and maj- fi ,, L
Isiues ' a consultant to the
his legacy to humanity. The stage couple who arc representatives of phony nnd Music for the Mnn Who ors in psychology sociology politi- rV .i o. C
.
tes Commission for
is gradually filled with chairs for mankind. Enjoys Hamlet. cal science, and economics
^nXcd '^[^ ^Educa*
tlon.
Mr*. Martin, played by Ivy Draliln
'70, registers blank amassment In
ET's production of Eugene lone*,
co'e "The Bald Soprano." Photo by
Nancy Eyler '69.
The confllctlllK concepts of the throughout the year, except during
Individual's right to privacy llom- exams."
Inatcd Ihn discussion at Senate' 1 ! Oilier Extensions
meellni! Oct. 24, noilo lliiang 'OH Senate was forced to post|Mine ^"u
C(! president, Inlroduced a three- definitive ncllon on other hours ex- °L





entc« her reasoning for main-
in Wellesiey dormitories. Consensus privacies, in social situations and
, a i., , .
SV as 11
could only be reached on one facet In the dormitory, constituted th6
, , J
1 c eCtcd reP«»cnlalivci
of the proposal, greater part of the debate which °™
C °*°d^ ^ ?"'d U
Pending approval of (he heads followed pniposals that Senate leg.
*CCp} Bun"vs Proposal that the
of house and cooperation of Ihe Islate a broad, potentlnlly-lllieral 7. .
sl™cture 00 changed













Unit the <lre.v h be amended l.i (hen Ideally be constructed by each
,,
,
r wnrl < on he Judicial Guide






in the dormitory. Amendment one. demands of its students. Again „" • , thc flrst ,lmo ,his ycar
on page 53. would then read: "Out- only a three-fourths vote of the
u,,nnv also stated that she would





alI"blHn thc ''brary the
until 1 a.m. Sunday through Fri- ege. ^cen^,, of 3,1 Previous court cases,
dny, nnd until 2 a.m. on Saturday Parlelnl hours will be discussed The Constitutional revision of
nights. Freshmen mo permitted lo at the n.-xt Senate meeting. In Ihe SEC was nccepted by Senate The
enlerlaln guests iiulll I a.m. A mennllme, heiuls of house, anil sc- SEC chairman will be elected by
thlvn-rmil'lllH vole In Hip Imllvlillliil ciiilly nlllelnlH nrn being consulled. members of the commitlee whodonnlloiy will be necessary lo The poll conduced by Sennle Indl- have attended four meetings The
establish the use of this privilege ciiteil student enthusiasm for an Friends of Economics also received
extension of parietals. Senate's recognition.
sw^s'aSc
8 Social Psychology Professor PettigrevT
n. II. Ilaggln, record and music To Examine American Negro Revolution
crlllc, will speak nl Wellesiey Oil-
History Department Conducts Colloquia:
Seninars For Freshmen, Sophomores
New to Ihe Wellesiey College
history department this year are
three freshman - sophomore col-
loquia designed to bring to thc un-
derclassman thc opportunity for a
seminar experience. Thc first of
these colloquia being conducted
this term is a study of "Henry VIII
and the Tudor Reformation." The
section, six freshmen nnd six sopho-
mores, moots under thc leadership
of John Scarisbrick, a visiting
scholar from Britain.
GENERAL PETITION
Ed. note: The following petition ha* been circulated thl* week
among the member* of the cl*«* of 1968. It w«* preiented to the Ad
Hoc Committee la*t night, bearing the dgnature* and major depart-
ment* of 351 member* of the 395.member senior class.
To the Ad Hoc Committee:
Recent departmental meetings have made It apparent to students
and faculty alike that tlio present system of Senior Major Examina-
tions constitutes nelUier on opportunity for students to eondurt a
thoughtful review nor a meaningful mothod for tlio faculty to evalu-
ate a studont's competence in her flold.
We, the members of the clans of 1988, In order to benefit from the
constructive alternatives presented at these meetings, propose:
1) That the Senior Major Examination be eliminated as a degree
requirement, and
.2) That the structure of 340 be placed within the Jurisdiction of
the individual department*.
We urge the Ad Hoc Committee to present this proposal to Aca-
demic Council for Immediate decision nnd we ask that the committor.
Inform us of its actions as soon as possible.
Edward Gulick, professor of his- cited, Gulick says, but then enter lack of an "artificial" or forced
lory nnd chairman of the history large survey courses, which may atmosphere during thc presenta-
depnrtmcnt, hopes that the collo- be repetitive of previous studies. Hon of student reports or the gen-
qulum will be Ihe beginning of n The result, says Gulick, Is that the ernl discussion. "You feci as if
"Wellesiey breakthrough." Ac- first year becomes "not only one of >"«i nrc In Ihe process of discov-
cordlng lo Gulick. Ihe new col- ndjustmenl. but one of dlsnpixilnt- erlng something," Peggy says,
loqulii arc Intended to narrow the mcnl" as well. J««st learning 'old' facts."
time lapse between the excellent The new semlnnrs arc designed Colloquium In Curriculum
seminar experiences that ninny f„r K i„UpS 0 f students with diverse Thc other seminar topics for
Wellesiey students have had in interests. Mr. Gulick explains. ,h 's year are: 'The ideas and in-
high school and thc upper-class They arc neither expressly for his- stitutions of learning in the 're-
scmlnnrs that exist now.
,orv majors, nor are they to be nn onissnnccs' of the 9lh. 12th. and
Students come to Wellesiey ex- inducement for people lo major In ,s,h centuries." led by . Mrs.
history. The colloquium Is lo pro- Rl™nnr McLnughlln; and 'The
vide a good "hlslorv experience." " lo" "> ilnvery In the West
There Is speelnl emphasis on '" A ,hc 101,1 ep,,lury-" 'ed by
methods of reseai-ch nnd on (lis- Mr - Pc,cr Mnrzahl. Roth of these
ciKsIng thoroughly n narrowed colloquia were originally scheduled
nrca which Is nl Ihe same time 'or third term, but because of over-
Important and interesting. application. Mrs. McLaughlin will
Student Reaction teach her class second term and
Peggy Duhnmcl '70. a member repeat in third term,
of Mr. Scnrlsbrick's discussion Students interested in majoring
group, describes her reaction to In history may not substitute a
the class, The students meet on colloquium directly for hls-
Wednesdny afternoons from 2:50 lory 100 or 101. By taking a col-
lo 5:20 In n relaxed atmosphere loqulum, n student mny validate
of "very natural" discussion. Thc the basic requirement If she takes
course material Is "very flexible." a 200 level survey course which
the students discussing at great- covers the period of history studied
er length those things that Intel-- in the colloquium. One may vali-
est them most. date the history 100 requirement.
Students may do original re- for example, by following the
search using manuscripts of the Henry VIII colloquium with his-
period found In the College library. t0l"y 213 - 'he survey of English
Peggy especially emphasizes the history.
German Art
The Buach-Relslngcr Museum,
Harvard University, wlU pre-
sent a Gallery Talk by Mrs.
Hugh Matthews on "German
Abstract Art", at S p.m., Sun.,
Nov. 5.
Africa Today
Gwendolyn Carter, director of
the Program of Airlran Studies
nt Northwestern University and
former member of the Welles-
ley faculty, will lecture on
"Southern Arrica: Crumbling or
Consolidating?", Wed., Nov. 8
nt 8 p.m. In Alumnae Hall.
Miss Carter, a political scien-
tist and author last spoke at
Wellesiey In 1060 when she
participated In a symposium on
Africa, moderated by The
Honororable Ralph J. Bunche,
under secretary for special poli-
tical affairs of the United Na-
tions.
.The lecture Is open to the
public and there Is no admission
charge.
Scholarship Applications I
Financial aid applicants for
next year at Wellesiey may ob-
tain forms In the financial aid
office, 351 Green Hall, between
Nov. 1 and 16. All applications
arc due November SO.
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The Time Has Come The Reader Writes
The impromptu petition to the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee which circulated among members of the
class of 1968 this week (sec pg. 1) demonstrates
the sense of urgency and concern with which stu-
dents view the senior major exam. It reiterates the
consensus which became apparent at the depart-
ment meetings of faculty ana majors that generals
and 340 should be changed, and emphasizes that
seniors want to benefit from this change.
The petition is specifically meant to give the Ad
Hoc Committee a working proposal for discussion,
as well as to impress upon the faculty ns a whole
how many seniors feci that the proposal should be
implemented this year.
Unless debate on the exam is opened at this
month's Academic Council meeting, the upcoming
exam and vacation period may so delay faculty
discussion that their final decision on the matter
will come too late in Term fl to be effective this
year. And although the impetus for bringing the
discussion to Council need not come from the Ad
Hoc Committee, we feel that their recommenda-
tion is the logical take-off point for Council de-
bate.
While we realize that the members of the com-
mittee arc already working overtime to prepare
their initial report on the curriculum by early
December, and that giving the ' generals issue
priority at this time will exert even more pressure
on them, we feel,'along with the class of 1968,
that the question of the senior major exam calls
for immediate attention. The committee already
has the facts to consider the issue; student and
faculty sentiment about it was officially communi-
cated to the committee at last week's • meeting.
Moreover, while faculty members disagree about
other facets of the curriculum, they seem to be in
substantial agreement about the need to change
the present examination system. For this reason,
it seems appropriate that Council consider gener-
als ns a separate issue.
We therefore hope that the Ad Hoc Committee
will respond to the seniors' request for Immediate
action by presenting to Academic Council at the
lime of its November 16 meeting the senior peti-
tion and the Committee's recommendation con-
cerning the general exam.
Required Lectures
Included among the major currictllnr
changes instituted with the three term system in
1965-66 was the requirement that every stu-
dent take two units, and not more than two,
from special extra-departmental lecture courses.
According to Miss Virginia Onderdonk,
Dean of the College, the reasons for this in-
novation in a college which has always prided
itself on its small class size and the discussion'
this encourages were:
1. In a college where a majority of students
have done most of their work in standard class-
es of between 15 and 30 students, it was felt
that there would be a value in varied kinds of
work. The independence of 290 was coupled
with the freedom of few written assignments in
the lecture course. It was valued, not so much
as a lecture course per se, but as n course with-
out any conferences, where the student must
draw the connections between reading assign-
ments and formal lectures, without leaning on
the instructor.
2. The belief that there were areas of which
students should become aware, and which were
generally not elected by students. Africa and
China fell into this category. The importance
of scientific ideas in modern society, and the
recognition of the Hellenic strand as a major
part of the western intellectual tradition, form
the basis for the other courses.
Faculty members also cited the hope that a
required course would provide a common core
for discussion among students either too in-
tellectually apathetic or involved in their indi-
vidual majors to discuss anything but their mail
over lunch.
Slightly over two years since the inception
of the lecture courses, the attainment, or even
the desirability of the attainment, of these aims
is open to question.
The freshman who chose a small under-
graduate college for its comparatively intimate
classes and finds herself in art 100, physics 100,
extradepartmental 101, and psychology 101
may indeed question the value of impersonality.
Granted, most ordinary large lectures do miti-
gate anonymity with labs and/or conferences.
One may nevertheless find the interactions in a
40-srudent lab as impersonal as those in a large-
lecture. Moreover, psychology 101 and art 215-
216 immediately jump to mind as lectures as
"pure" as any fulfilling the requirement. The
fact that a student can exempt a lecture course
by doing the reading and taking an exempting
exam course without ever sitting through a lec-
ture, casts, further doubt upon this part of the
rationale.
Admittedly, the gap in the average student's
knowledge of non-Western areas is as great
as the need for it. Yrl a twelve-week course,
especially one committed to examining a gen-
eral topic with the methods of several disci-
plines, smacks strongly of a sort of promoted
dilettantism, a "Current Problems for Young
Ladies" approach. Are there not other equally
im|M)rtant social problems confronting us? Or
is the determination of importance founded in
part upon availability of faculty?
The third aim, too, has had doubtful success.
Students disgruntled at being forced to take a
course still discuss their mail at lunch.
The faint unpleasantness of teaching or tak-
ing a required course is obvious. The lecture
courses, however, carry their own set of inher-
ent problems. It is questionable whether a 70-
minute period is suited to the kind of anony-
mous frenzied note taking fostered by lectures.
A professor accustomed to teaching small dis-
cussion groups for many years may not be the
besr lecturer in the world. Finally, the vastly
different backgrounds of students, especially in
the upperclass courses, create problems. How
does one lecture to ImhIi the economics major
and the girl who has never heard of Keynes;
the physicist and the girl who has not yet com-
pleted her science requirement, without boring
one or losing the other?
Beneath the wobbly structure of explicit
motives lies another reason, commonplace
knowledge to the faculty. At the same time that
lecture courses were instituted, the size of Eng-
lish 100 sections was drastic-ally cut, and teach-
ers were freed to advice 290, without any ap-
preciable increase in faculty size. Elaborate
calculatons found that the trimester system
would produce undesirably large numbers in
certain classes, and lecture courses would
siphon off the extra students.
This is not necessarily objectionable. We do
take issue, however, with the hyyocrisy involved
in publicizing only the altruistic, pedagogical
motives, no matter how sincere they may be.
The question then arises of "Is it worth it?"
Is a class size of 20 instead of 25 worth the
price of yet one more required course, even
with the sugar-toating of pass-fnil?
We strongly urge the Gdlcgc community
to seriously weigh the losses against the gains.
The interdisciplinary method has unquestion-
able merits, arising from the broad considera-
tions with which it deals.
The lecture courses should be retained.
Whether as lecture or discussion-lecture would
depend on professor, material, and class size.
But that they should be optional is certain.
Price of Bread
To the editor:
The campagn to raise money for
a fifth crew shell is now in pro-
gress. As this year s student head
of crew, I wish to urge everyone
ul Wclleslcy Collcgcc lo contribute
10 tfiis fund which has been started
lo provide (he rapidly expanding
Wclleslcy crew program with an-
other shell.
This fall 132 girls came lo the
boalhousc for A. A. crew. 81 of
them came at least 3 limes to
qualify for the inlcr-dorm races.
Hoth of these figures were records
fur u fall crew season, and meant
that Ihcrc were seven full crews
competing for the use of the four
shells in the week of slrcnous prac-
tice before the lime trials. A new
shell is need lo alleviate the heavy
use they are put lo, and to give
Mr. Lombard some lime lo work
on them during the crew season.
.Students have never been charg-
ed tor lnkin« class or A. A. crew,
yel crow uses the most expensive
equipment ol any sport offered at
Wclleslcy — expensive in capital
outlay and upkeep.
All contributions will now be
gratefully accepted by crew dorm
reps, or send a check payable to





a problem, and we would like lo
know about ihc ' channels'' through
which wc can solve it. This Oct-
ober both groups had guesi speak-
ers who addressed publicized meet-
ings open to the entire community,
and who charged no fee for speak-
ing. However, both speakers at-
tended dinner in the dormitory,
and our organizations arc now seven
dollars in debt to Wclleslcy College
for their meals. Needless to say,
we have belter things lo do with
this money.
Wc wonder why there is not a
way in which speakers can cat
free in the dormitory. Considering
Ihc preferential treatment given to
high-ranking official speakers, this
seems the least wc can do for peo-
ple who speak here free. Wc urge
SOFC, Mrs. Tenney, the dietician
or whoever rules this sphere to
take action on this small but
troublesome problem immediately.
Abby van Alstyne "68
Sue Ellen Taltcr (.X
Crew Collection
To Ihc editor:
C ivil Rights and SDS have had
News welcomes letters to the
editor on topics of current Inter-
est to tho College community.
Letters must be no more than
40 lines long;, typed doable
space with 10-80 margins, and
must be received In the News
offlrr no Inter than noon on
Monday of the week of publica-
tion. The editors reserve the
right to print only a representa-
tive selection of opinion. Letters
exceeding: the specified length or
received after tho deadline will
not be considered for publica-
tion.
Platonic Dialogue
How Does Our Garden Grow?
by Nancy Ross '69
tEarnest dialogue between two
Wclleslcy girts this afternoon in
the Academic Quadrangle:)
rtntllcn: Hi.
Flora (assuming Rmllcn wants
to iiIhiIIsIi generals ns well ns Inrge
lecture- courses, distribution re-
quirements, i-equlrcd courses ... as
people who erect Flora coming out
of Green Hall invariably do) : What
would you substitute for the gen-
eral? To wrap up you know four
years of you know your major?
Rndlca: Huh?
Flora: I.Ike you know n final in
340? Tutorials? Senior seminars?
Why?
R. (theatrically whomping her
notebooks and papers across the
green grass with n resounding cry*
:
Why? Why prune this tangled edu-
cational plant instead of weeding
it or - or pulling It up by the
mots? This need for collecting
mid connecting Is but n natural out-
growth of n four-year assortment
of courses within one of our
(sneer) neatly labelled compart-
ments. Natural outgrowth of an
artificial system.
F: I take it you're knocking the
system of departments and majors?
But how else are you going to
structure learning? Our minds
make sense of our world by discov-
ering its patterns — the or Icring",
right? I think we also require a
certain focus through which learn-
(Continued on pnge 6)
MINDSENDfRS*
"There are those who would
nlways rather be Red than dend,
who do not mind seeing small
nations gobbled up. They would
almost rnther be anything but
responsible. Whnt do thry know,
these benrded oafs who listen
to the strumming of lugubrious
guitars? To be loved Is not the
end of greatness.''
Dr. George R. Davis, In n
sermon Oct. 22 at a church xcr-
vlce attended by President
Johnson.
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M.B.T.A. Renovates Itself
by Jane Canter
Bostonians can boast of the old-
est underground transportation
system in the U.S., dating from
1897. Age alone, however, is a poor
qualification for distinction, par-
ticularly when the condition of the
system is so indicative of its age.
Morje than 12 MBTA stations are
presently being refurnished. Look-
ing at the exciting range of plans,
drawings, and models at the In-
stitute of Contemporary Art ex-
hibition, Bostonians can see that
they will soon have more to boast
about than the age of their transit
system.
Examples of all aspects of the
MBTA's modern Image arc fea-
tured in Design In Transit, an ex-
hibition open to the public through
Nov. 12 at the Institute of Con-
temporary Art on Newbury Street.
In the show there is even a five-ton
full-size model of the proposed
transit car for the new South
Shore extension of the MBTA. The
exhibition, sponsored by the Insti-
tute with cooperation from the
MBTA has been designed on<l as-
sembled by Cambridge Seven As-
sociates, the architects and design-
ers who recently gained recognition
for their design of the U.S. ex-
hibition at EXPO 67.
A Graphic Image
Cambridge Seven Associates
have developed the new graphic
image for the system, Including
the already familiar "T" symbol.
They also designed new standard
equipment from turnstiles to light-
ing fixtures.
A 9 billion dollar grant from the
Fcdernl government is helping to
cover to cost of modernizing 40
transit stations. Many of New Eng-
land's leading architectural firms
are working on stations, following
the design guidelines set up by
Cambridge Seven Associates. Snm-
ucu Glaser Associates are respon-
sible for the Quincy Center Stntlnn,
the largest single station In the
MBTA system. It will Incorporate
a 650 car parking garage and retail
space at ground level. Planners
hope that the station will "play a
powerful role In community devel-
opment."
"Atmosphere"
Speaking at a recent gallery^
talk, Paul Dietrich of Cambridge
Seven Associates, stated that the
design Intention is to "Improve the
quality of the space and give the
people more than Just hardware
—
not just signs, but also atmos-
phere." His firm was working on
North Station, the Central Square
Kiosk, and Arlington Station.
Public transportation In greater
Boston is projecting a new Image.
The image is a part of the phys-
ical re-design of the Massachusetts
Bay Transportation Authority —
including remodelled stations, new
transit cars, and probably most
useful to the visitor to Boston, a
completely new directional system
of signs, maps, and graphic dis-
plays.
Anyone who has ever tried to get
anywhere on the MBTA will surely





Visitors to the "Design In Transit"
temporary Art Inspect some of the
and route signs.
Hons and route mops were almost
non-existent. Now, at the liealf-n
In Transit show, ono can see new
signs, maps, and markers which
are being Introduced into all as-
pects of the large transit system.
Color-Coded Maps
For example, there Is now a con-
cise and color-coded subway route
map. The Red Line runs Into Har-
vard Square, and will eventually
link up with the South Shore ex-
tension. Soon the signs in each stn-
tlon on the Red Line will Indicate
that the station is on that line,
and not on the Green, Blue, or
Orange Lines.
All buses that terminate at a
Red Line Station will hove destin-
ation signs on the front ond a red
line around the sides and back.
Moreover, In addition to the color
codes, bus routes will be numbered.
Therefore, In Boston, just as in
London, where routes are num-
bered and the Underground lines
are clearly named, one will be able
to give simple and accurate direc-
tions such as "take bus 24 to stop
X, where you take the Blue Line
to stop Y."
Face-lifting
The Arlington Station, two
blocks from the Institute, has al-
Laughter, Violence of 'Bonnie and Clyde'
Produce Entertainment Experience
By Ann Sherwood '69
I saw "Bonnie" and "Clyde" at a
Halloween costume party last
weekend. They had bullet holes In
their clothing and dried blood
stains on their bodies. I asked
"Clyde" if they had used real
blood, but he said It was only water
colors and flour, which make me
squirm. The party-goers laughed
at the toy machine guns and kept
laughing until someone was hit
with something from "Bonnie's"
other "toy" gun. And as these
masqueraders were truly like the
"real thing" Arthur Pcnn's movie
Donnle and Clyde makes you
laugh at their guns until they
violence is the. meaning In Bonnie
and Clyde.
It is an exhausted, silent au-
dience which leaves the theater
after two hours of flonnle and
Clyde, half of the viewers seem
excited about the script created by
David Newman and Robert Ben-
ton, and exhausted because they
have so thoroughly experienced
every emotion Faye Dunaway and
Warren Beatty express as Bonnie
and Clyde. The other half of the
audience is exhausted from sheer
terror and rcpulBlon at the dis-
tressing accuracy of the events.
On the American Plan
I was part of the enthusias-
tically-exhausted faction. What
Penn has done to the depression-
motivated (perhaps) family-style
crime Is as significant oa what the
American plan did for family va-
cations. He has captured a way of
life; it Is totally American, and It
Is Art — not as creation, but as
(Continued on pare 8)
exhibition at the Institute of Con.
new color-coded MBTA directional
Photo by Bill Washerman
ready hull Its fnce lifted. The pro-
cess wiim long imd dllllcult ns work
IllCrc wns not permitted to In-
terfere with normal trolllc flow In
the station, which remained open
24 hours a day. As u result, much
work had to be done between two
and five a.m. Designed by the
Cambridge Seven Associntcs as h
prototyjx? for other stations, Arl-
ington shows the new range of
materials I graphic work which
will appear elsewhere.
Among the most striking aspects
of the station arc the huge bluck
and white photo-murals which de-
pict scenes from the area ubove
the station such as the swan boats
from the Public Gardens. The In-
stitute exhibition Includes examples
of the murals. Not only do they
provide attractive wall decoration,
but even more Importantly, they
relate the underground station to
its abovegmund location, and ac-
quaint passengers of all ages with
the major interests of the area
through the direct mode of visual
communication.
Colored TIUph
Also In the Arlington, the de-
signers hnvo used color to further
orient the traveler to the transit
route. They huvo covered the enil
walls with tiles — red und orange
titles indicating the station's In-
bound direction, and green and
blue tiles Indicating the outbound
direction.
Perhnps the most needed orien-
tation devices nre the huge neigh-
borhood mnps that planner are de-
veloping for each station. Such
mnps will provide the passengers
with' useful Information on the
physical layout of the whole area,
and all transit routes which ser-
vice It.
No Ads In Cars'
The proposed MBTA car, also on
exhibition, features n carpeted
floor, Individual leather-looking
area. Possibly its most striking fea-
ture Is the elimination of adver-
tising. Dietrich remarked that the
lowered celling and softer lighting
In the car will provide an environ-
ment In which commuters can
easily rend newspapers or business
materials. Although It Is true that
many commuters will ride In the
car, It will also make local stops
along the Red Line for those who
will make shorter trips.
Exclusively Yours
if for Antique Engagement Rings
->V for Custom Designing
•jf for Pierced Earrings
















of a 172-jet fleet and
the whole world of
TWA. She's waiting
to set you up for an
adventure—any place
in the U. S., Europe, Asia or Africa.
If you're shopping for facts and figures
or a 50/50 Club card, good for half fare
travel in the U.S., she's the girl to see. So
call Nancy at 235-9663. And start pack-
ing.
P. S.' Attention College Bands, Combos, Vocal Groups. Don't
forget the National Championships at the 1968 Intercollegiate
Jan Festival sponsored by TWA. For information write: IJF,
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Between the Lines
Radicals Start News Service
by Dorothy Dcvlnc '69
Wcllcslcy student #1: "How was
Washington?''
Wcllcslcy student #2: "It was
awful. The rops were really brutal,
fc. People got thrlr bends rrnrked all
• over the place."
ra #1: "Oh, come on. Aren't you ex-
aggerating?"
#2: "Listen, 1 was there."
#1: "I think you're too emotional
j nbout the whole tiling- I didn't
rend that In Mm newspnpers."
• • • •
a -.ii< ii why he was not II lit il in:
nn Ml 1 who wiin i 1 1 1 ) * 1 1 1 1 1 it a seated
demonstrator, n news phiiluura-
pher salil: "My assignment Is In
look for draft-curd burnings."
• • • •
Events happened in Washington
which were not rc|H>rtcd by the
standard media: AP, UPI, NRC,
ARC, CHS, anil the major news-
papers, People who were there,
myself Included, kllllW that they
happened and fed that they were
some of the most significant In-
cidents of the weekend. For the
first time, many of us understand
precisely how large are the gaps
in the standard news covcrugc.
Marshall Bloom (editor, Am-
herst Htudrnt 'fl5-'66) nnd Ray
Muiiito (pdllnr, Ml New*, 'tUV07)
uro ii couple of guyi who are Iry-
Gentleness, and wisdom, eorrow and fear are reflected In the expressions ln|f to fill Ihesn gaps by launching
evoked by a tlmeleaa moment during the Washington March. their own press service, the Lib-
Photo by Caldwell Hahn '70 eratlon News Service.
Washington Marchers Analyze
Impact of Pentagon Experience
by Thorne Dreyer
WASHINGTON, D.C. (LNS)
The gala Pentagon confronta-
tion, long billed as u move from
"protest to resistance," was a dra-
matic nnd intense political event.
Many had been dubious; few can
now deny that a new, stage Is U|sin
us. '•
Many feel that the new left has
become relevant to the black
movement. At a press conference
for the establishment media, John
Wilson, associate national chair-
man of SNCC, said: "This demon-
stration proved one thing to white
Americans — that this government
will whip you, too. During this
anti-draft week, at Oakland, ut
Madison at Brooklyn, at Washing-
ton — Black America has gained
new respect for the white left.
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changes in the movement."
Festlvul Atmosphere
At the present
. . . Diggers
started bringing in food, and Joints
were In evidence. A real festival
atmosphere was In the air. People
laughed and hugged Hie soldiers.
Wc began to talk In the Iroops
on the mikes. Wc said we're on the
same side. It's those generals,
those officers that make you come
out here and stand In the cold
and beat on us. when that's not
what you really want to do
.
. .
It's not you we're against It's
those generals those guys in that
Pentagon who keep making wars.
Around the Fire
Look at us
. . . We're digging
each other. And we're doing some-
thing that wc believe in. Won't
you join us? WONT YOU JOIN
US?
. . . Meanwhile numerous
cnmpflrcs had been started. Orln-
Inully it was Just draft card burn-
ing. First one, then a few, nnd
then everywhere, In nil direct Ions,
hundreds of draft card torches.
Dozens of little bonfires were cre-
ated all over the Pentagon lawn.
Guys ran out of draft cards so
they threw on paper and then they
took down the rope fences thnt
were supposed to have kept them
out nnd burned the wooden sup-
port*" which they obtained by using
the ropes to scale walls. As It grew
darker and colder, many huddled
around the fires, telling stories,
talking strategy, singing.
Second Phase
The second phase of the demon-
onstratlon was pretty much a bad
scene. And I'm not sure why. For
one thing, they kept chnnglng the
troops. Whenever we'd start really
talking to guys, they'd move Ihem
out. Maybe they flnnlly brought
In their "crack" troops. Lots of
people left. It got dark and cold.
But this is most important: there
was a tactical vacuum. We were
in a box.
Suddenly we were defensive and
scared. We sang "We are Not
Afraid." Enrllcr we did nol have
to sing it. There was no commun-
ication with the troops now. We
chanted "Join Us!" and "Wc Love
You" and it was meaningless
rhetoric.
The cops began to get really
brutal, moving Into the group in
u wedge and smashing heads with
billy clubs. These beautiful little
hippie chicks had tears streaming
down their faces, but they weren't
about lo move. These kids were
really brave. And I l>ognn to re-
sent the 'super militants' who
created so much pressure to stay.
People have to come to terms
with what violence means. It's not
something to goovc on and cleanse
your soul with. Using violence
In a situation where you do not
have Instruments of violence, or
at least nn equal strategic posi-
tion. Is insane. It Is poor guerrilla




Wizansky of Boston, told LNS: "It
seems that the strategic wedge
with which the mllltory ottempled
to divide the lines was under orders
to randomly pull demonstrators
and beat thorn, and arrest them.
There was nothing but the wanton
violence of an institution commit-
ted to violence."
The account of Chuck Crousc of
Hartford, Conn, supjxirts Wlzon-
sky's statement: "IjiIc In the
evening, the soldiers liegan a lac-
tic of Inching forward almost Im-
perceptibly, to squeeze the sit-ins
hark. When the soldiers came In
contact with the front rank, a
whlte-helmctcd U.S. marshal would
accuse the demonstrators of crowd-
ing the soldiers. Eventually, some-
one on the front line would mnke
some movement, if only to give
ground. He would be clubbed by
three or four soldiers with rifle
butts, then dragged through the
line to a paddy wagon. I sow this
hn»|>cn In more than n dozen In-
stances, with two or thiee sit-ins
beaten nnd dragged away In eoch
instance,"
Now I don't want to give you
the wrong Ideas nbout what hap-
pened. Soldiers heat people. Brutal-
ly. Much, probably most of, the
beating came from Federal mar-
shals, but GI's did a lot, too. And
It certainly wasn't all love nnd
flowers from our side. There were
people who baited the soldiers,
threw objects nt them.
Last Friday before the march, I
went down to Washington to meet
with Marshall and Ray and to rep-
resent Wcllcslcy News at the first
organizational meeting of LNS.
Present nt the meeting were 200
representatives of college, political,
add underground newspapers which
had been receiving LNS releases
since the project's birth two
months ngo.
Alternative Network
In their efforts to provide an
iiHornallve network of news com-
mtllllcillloil, Marshall, Ray, and the
LNS slafT have researclul and re-
leased stories rihotll events which
I hey feel have been Inadequately
covered by Hie standard media.
They are frankly i>olitical In orien-
tation, seeking relevancy, honest
nbout their bias. Contacts have
Ixvn made both with sources of in-
formal Ion and with organs for its
illssonihiiilliiu: the political press,
Hie college press, the underground
press.
Sources abroad have provided
some of the best LNS material so
fur Roy recently attended a meet-
ing of 40 Americans and an equal
number of North Vietnamese and
members of the National Libcr-
ullon Front at Brotlslovln, Czec-
hoslovakia. (See New* Oct. 5 for
thcLNS nrljclo on that meeting.)
LNS linn also obtained five press
pnss|»orts to Cuba and plans to
send reporters there this fall to
report on social and economic con-
ditions.
Finances
Until now, LNS releases have
gone out without chnrgc to about
70 papers with n readership of two
million. One of the purposes of the
Washington meeting was to discuss
finances nnd the possible establish-
ment of a subscription fee for the
service and/or a cooperative ad-
vertising service to provide funds.
Also to be considered were possible
directions for future growth, such
ns o research bureau, the goal of
which would lx> meticulous evi-
dence. Intelligent analysis, and
lively reporting of those issues und
events neglected by the "establish-
ed" press.
Marshall arrived at the meeting
in scarlet trousers and an ancient
British naval officer's coat, resplen-
dent with gold braid, os flamboy-
antly dressed ns many of the con-
stituents, n lnrge percentage of
whom were from hippie publica-
tions. He oiwncd the meeting by
ceremoniously burning his draft
card: "I've been carrying this
thing around an awfully long
time." He outlined the possibilities
for discussion, then yielded the
floor to n representative of the
Bnst Village other clad in bright
colors nnd patterns of the Ameri-
can flag. This gentleman stressed
the Importance of LNS releases to
underground papers, whose cover-
age of urgent political and social
issues, he feels, should be im-
proved.
Anarchy
Many of the people at the meet-
ing were avowed anarchists. Per-
haps It was optimistic of me to ex-
|>oct them to get together. They
did not. At no time, during the
two hours of chaos which ensued,
was consensus reached. Periodic at-
tempts to nsscrt leadership, by Mar-
shall, Rny, other LNSers, and del-
egates from the floor, merely cre-
ated In their wake new expressions
of each person's 'thing' In reaction
to the lost. One person suggested
n motion: thnt an organization, to
remain nameless for the time be-
ing, should be formed. This. I
naively thought, was the most self-
evident of propositions: certainly
n motion thnt would gain con-
siderable support from the floor.
Hut It was n 'motion', nnd no one
wanted to follow Robert's Rules
or Order. Why did people who
came together to communicate,
need rules, anyway?
Through all this underground
filmmaker Kenneth Anger Scorpio
Rt»|nc wandered, spouting off
paranoid delusions. He introduced
to the delegates the FBI agent he
had spotted (who looked quite
sheepish, by the way): ran out and
bought hundreds of plastic sun-
glasses as a protection against the
nerosol-can nerve gas MACE
which, according to Anger's "inside
information', would be used
against the Washington marchers
Hie following day; kept inter-
rupting with indignant hen-like
squawks: "You'd better stop this
fooling around and talk about what
you're going to do when you get
bent up tomorrow!", "Everyone's
walking out! Sixty nine people
have walked out of this room in
the last 20 minutes'", "I know. I
know, that a rich liberal New
Yorker who planned to give a big
contribution just left In disgust!"
'To help us get Halloween noise-
makers." The hippies evicted Anger
from the afternoon session which
was on the Underground Press
Service.
In the end, it became clear that
the molls, rather than large meet-
ings, were the best medium for
settling the organizational prob-
lems of LNS. Marshall and Ray
had tried, but failed, to create a
democratic, member-directed, or-
ganization. Their centralized lead-
ership will probably continue,
along with their mailed releases.
And somehow, having seen the
members, it seems better this way.
If LNS is able to remain afloat
financially, it can help establish a
network of news communication
between and about those interested
in social change ir: America and
nbroad.obroad. The prospects are
exciting, especially to those of us
who feel that extremely relevant
and news-worthy situations have
not been given consideration and
Interpretation in the standard
press. I, for one, look forward to
being able to read LNS stories
about the progress of community
organization in the ghettoes, about
the plans of revolutionary move-
ments throughout the underdevel-
oped world, about what actually
happens in this country when anti-
war demonstrations confront the
police, about social and economic
conditions in Hanoi, Peking, and
Havana.
=iii=iii=iii=in=iii=iii=iii=iii=in=iii=iii=iiE
S Liberation News Service !!!
0! ni
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Mimeographed copies of nils
= Liberation News Service rc-=
J teases will soon be available atGj
| the SDS table in Founder*, lj]
jji Contributions to help Wclleslr.v|
jjj
News continue its subscription!
5 to LNS should be mndc out to: =
jUMarshnll Bloom, Liberation!






program under the sponship of
the Massachusetts Republican
State Committee will hold Its
first rull-dny meeting Sat., Nov.
4 In the George Sherman Union
nt Boston University.
Charles H. Perenlck, admini-
strative assistant of the state
committee and the state co-
ordinator for "Opportunities Un-
limited", said: "This program
Is designed for the college stu-
dent who possesses leadership
qualities, and Its primary ob-
jective Is to show our future
leaders what opportunities are
available In public service. It Is
definitely a non-partisan confer-
ence; Demoncrnt and Indepen-
dent leaders are encouraged to
tnkc advantage of this great
opportunity."
The program will consist of
three panels. Top-notch lenders
in the fields of communications,
government nnd polities, busi-
ness, the professions and the so-
cial services will be addressing
the students at this seminar.
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Soldiers, Protesters
Interact at Pentagon
(Ed. note: The following In
taken from the Llberutlon News
Service account of the Washington
march and the Pentagon confron-
tation. The LNS asked several til'e
to give their points of view about
the demonstration. What follows
Includes portions of the trunscrlpt
of statements of two OI's, whose
nuiues were omitted for their pro-
tection.)
The GI's said: "We went out
there the day of demonstration
and everybody lias been briefed
completely by letters from the
higher-ups. and we had to listen
to a briefing on your permit say-




We were directed not to use any
tear gas, and anyone using tear
gas unless they told us to would
be court-martiulled. Also no one
was to use any violence whatso-
ever, this is a court-marliul offense
too. . ."
However, Jed Stout of DPI said
that he saw "a single MP take a
cannlster from his belt and roll
It into the crowd at their feet."
LNS also states that "Pentagon
officials denied that any tear gas
tanks of any kind had been issued
to soldiers or MP's at the demon-
stration and said that none were
carried by soldiers or used."
The GI's continued: "There were
stragglers all along the way, peo-
ple I guess, going around to the
back and there were ambulances
coming through, and we went out
there pushing people back and I
looked and there was a sergeant
behind me and all of a sudden he
jumped through the line and he
ran out about six feet ahead of
the line of restraint and grabbed
hold of this character standing out
there and Jerked him back behind
the line and the next thing I know
I turned around and looked and
this sergeant was beating him.
The fellow didn't do anything he
was standing there slowly backing
up. He wasn't saying anything
violent. Nothing.
Later In the evening I was
standing on a hill down in the
bushes and the sergeant came by
and I got to talking to him and I
said, "Well, how about you, you
jumped out of the line and grabbed
that fellow, so what did you tlo
that for" and he said,
"Oh, I just didn't like his looks."
So I said, "Well, just because you
didn't like somebody's looks doesn't
mean that you can go against or-
ders, you have a card (orders) In
your pocket Just like everybody
else. You know that's a court-
martial offense?"
He said, "Have you ever been to
Vietnam?" I said "No." He said,
'Then you wouldn't know."
I think around 40 percent of all
the military Is In favor of your
demonstration. Thin is a big point
that I have found. They go out
there and around 30 percent are
Just out to hurt anybody beat any-
body up that they can Just because
they have a rifle and all this other
stuff. However, 30 percent of them
are sort of serene about the whole
thing nnd they couldn't care less.




Marshall Bloom, of the Libera-
tion News Service, said in a re-
lease about the defecting soldiers,
"At least two, and perhaps three,
American military men In the line
of troops at the Pentagon' took off
their helmets, laid down their guns,
and Joined the demonstrators sit-
ting in on the Pentagon steps,
Sat., Oct. 21."
The fate of the demonstrators Is
unknown, since the Pentagon
denies their existence. "There were
no defectors. We have no AWOL's;
no one is missing," stated a Defense
Department press spokesman."
A witness to the defection,
Denlae Oliver of Hollls, New York,
stated: "Suddenly, one MP pat
down his gun- and leaped Into the
crowd and was absorbed Immedi-
ately. He was given clothing and
n hat to disguise him from the




The impact of I he- demonstrators
was seen in quiet, less definite,
ways, according to the LNS. Alex-
ander Wilkinson, of St. Paul, Min-
nesota, witnessed the following
scene after the announcement of
the defectors:
"A girl who was silling directly
In front of me stood up anil n|»-
proached an Ml'. Assuring the
soldier that she Intended no harm,
she kissed the fingers of her hand,
then touched the fingers to the
soldier's cheek. As soon as she did
this, at least four MP's who were
standing near the one who had been
kissed, grabbed the girl and drag-
ged her forcibly across the line. She
was surrounded by soldiers who
handled her with extreme and un-
necessary roughness as they drag-
ged her off to the paddywagon.
The kissed MP was overheard
whispering to his fellow soldiers
that "she only kissed me."
Silhouetted against the flood-lit Pentagon, the most determined of the Washington peace marchers take
up their night-time vigil. Photo by Caldwell Hahn 70
Cox Publishes Study of Green Count
by Barbara Srhlaln '69
"The best way to see history Is
to pin down the movements of an
age In one individual, through
which one hopes to get a better
understanding of the broader is-
sues," said Eugene L. Cox, assist-
ant professor of history, whose
recently published Ureen Count of
Savoy (Princeton University Press)
is an Illustration of this Idea.
Subtitled * Amadeus VI and
Transalpine Suvoy In the Four-
teenth Century, the book is the re-
sult of five summers spent re-
searching in southeast Franch in
the archives of Chamlicry anil
Turin and of winters In Wldeuoi'
Library at Harvard
"Through the Hurk Door"
Mr. Cox became interested in
Savoyard history as an off-shoot
of his Ph.D. thesis, which dealt
with medieval Burgundy. While
studying a province under the
control of Savoy, he became "fas-
clualeil with the spit-lade of an
Alpine family who began tin or-
dinary liaroni and over the
centuries, wllh remarkable ten-
acity, gradually became dukes,
then kings, of Piedmont, Sardinia,
and eventually Italy and fascinated
with their ability to survive, sur-
rounded by neighbors so much
stronger than themselves."
The llrst ruler to orient Suvoy
toward Italy and lo mIiiIiIIIzo thu
French frontier, the Green Count
caused a turning point In Suvoy-
ard history; only during his reign
did it become clear that "the des-
tiny of Savoy" would lie in Italy.
Age of Transition
"Then I found Amadeus was a
fascinating transition figure be-
tween the medieval chlvalrlc ideal
and the Renaissance polltlcul real-
ity," declared Mr. Cox. 'The chlv-
alrlc Ideal might work In feudal
Savoy (where everyone else had
the same ideal), but in Italy, when
he encountered the Visconti, he
found he had to adapt." Amadeus
retained a "respect for outward
forms" but managed to profit
from them.
At first, Mr. Cox said, he expect-
ed Amadeus to be a "devotee of
late chivalry, a Don Quixote"; he
discovered instead a "canny politi-
cal realist who succeeded in fool-
ing all subsequent ages. He man-
aged to do everything right, with-
out sacrificing any political bene-
fits."
Avoid Preconceptions
Mr. Cox pointed out that this
was a central problem to all his-
torical research — to attempt to
"avoid prejudicing topics with
one's own preconceptions."
Another research problem the
author encountered was the lack
of anything written by Amadeus
himself. He thus had to go
through an "avalanche of detail"
— household accounts, chronicles,
and treaties, with his conception
of the Green Count changing two
or three times along the way.
In the Archives
Commenting on the amazing
number of well-preserved fiscal
records, Mr. Cox attributed it
purtly to the stinginess of the
mountain peasant which, he con-
tinued, also enabled Amadeus to
develop a bureaucracy and engage
in frequent wars without going
bankrupt in a time of inflation
and rapidly shrinking real in-
comes. Even the Green Count's
Crusade, generally an extremely
costly business, was "the tidiest,
most businesslike Crusade; you
ever saw in your life! They didn't
stay a minute longer than neces-
sary." Amudeus had to borrow
heavily to earn his reputation as
defender of the true faith, but
nevertheless was able to pay the
debt in a few years.
Noting the general lack of schol-
arship in the area, especially In
English, Mr. Cox speculated that
it was mainly caused by the fact
that old-Savoy constituted an area
now divided between- France,
Switzerland, and Maty,, so that
patriotic reasons would not cause
an historian to be interested. This,
added to the travelling and un-
derpaid archival work involved,
combined to make The Green
Count of Savoy one of the first
major works of Savoyard history
in English.
Court Deems Cuba Travel Legal,
Warns US Citizens Of Hazards
Traveling to Cuba with a pass-
|H>rl nnl specifically validated for
travel In that country Is not a
criminal nffoiiHc. 'IIiIh iIucIhIihi wus
Hindu unanimously by the Supremo
(TOtir I In January 11)07.
This decision, United Stutea v.
Luub (385 U.S. 475), und others
dealing with extradition, nation-
ality, and interpretation of treaties
was reported by Miss Ilonu S.
Kvans, professor of political sci-
ence, In the Judicial Decisions sec-
tion of the July 11)07 issue of
Thn American Journal of Inter-
national Law,
The cuse of 58 Americans who
travelled to Cuba with valid pass-
ports but without special per-
mission to enter a country with
which we have no diplomatic re-
lations fell under the Passport Act
of 1926. which authorized the Sec-
retary of State "to grant und Issue
passports."
Valid Passport Needed
The government prosecuted on
the grounds of the Immigration
and Nationality Act of 1952, Sec-
tion 215b, which states, "It shall
... be unlawful for any citizen of
the United States lo depart from
or enter, or attempt to depart from
or enter, the United States unless
he bears a valid passport."
Justice Abe Fortas interpreted
Section 215b as a "border control"
statute. As the Americans did
possess valid passports, they could
not be charged as criminals for
violating area restrictions.
Not An Encouragement
This courts decision cannot be
seen, however, as a green light for
travel to Cuba. "In Zemel v. Rusk
(381 U.S. 1, 1965), the Supreme
Court upheld the authority of the
Secretary of State to refuse to
validate a passport for travel to
Cuba."
Justification for such travel re-
strictions are made on the basis
of the State Department's inability
to provide "normal protective ser-
vlccs" for Americans in a country
wllh which the United Stales does
nut mulululn diplomatic relations.
Switzerland Is our protecting
|H>wcr In Cuba, but international
courtesy restrains us from asking
them lo perform embassy func-
tions for wayward travellers in
Cuba.
Can Revoke Pussport
In uddlllon, although u United
Stutes citizen with a valid pass-
port cannot be Judged as a crim-
inal for entering a geographically
restricted area, the Secretary of
State docs have the power to re-
voke his passport subsequently.
Aside from Cuba, area travel
restrictions now cover the United
Arab Republic, the Syrian Re-
public, Communist China, and
parts of Korea and Vietnam. The
bun on travel to Albania was re-
cently lifted.
Miss Evans' Position
This report of the court's de-
cision on Cuban travel was one of
the 15 judicial decisions edited by
Miss Evans for the journal. The
Elizabeth Kimball Kendall Pro-
fessor of political science, she was
elected to the Board of Editors
of Thn American Journal of In-
ternational Law in November
1966. -
The first woman on the board,
she is also the sole representative
of an undergraduate institution.
Editing the judicial decisions sec-
tion of the quarterly, she selects
cases in public and private inter-
national law dealt with by inter-
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MARY HUN BUTE
An Evotgroen Film foloojed by
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Service Organization Launches Platonic Dialogue . .
.
Roxbury Area Tutorial Projects
As midterm report cards arc
issued to Boston school children,
the Wellesley College Service Or-
ganization is launching another
busy year of tutoring.
This year, several different pro-
grams have been arranged with
centers in Boston through Jhe
efforts of Jan Whitman '69, head
of S.O. Tutorials.
Tutors Work In Roxbury
Tutors, about 40 girls chosen on
the basis of experience, go Into
Boston once or twice a week on
Tuesday night or Wednesday after-
noon. They pay to take the college
bus, and are expected to go In
even when buses have been can-
celled.
Tutors work at two community
centers in Roxbury: Norfolk House
and Cooper Union. Cooper Union
also sends sixth grade boys out to
Wellesley for swimming lessons.
In the South End Settlement
Houe, Wellesley girls tutor Negro
and Puerto Rico students. South
End also operates a remedial read-
ing program. However, before the
tutors can actually teach, they
must receive 20 hours of training
in Boston.
Closer to the College, there is
a tutoring for METCO students
who are bused from Roxbury to
Wellesley High School. The big-
gest problem areas of all groups
are math and science, with some
demand for languages.
Children come to the community
center for help, usually with the
recommendation of a teacher or
parent. Often It Is because they
are nlmost falling n subject mill
need mare Individual attention
than the public school teacher has
time to give.
Tutor ns Status Symbol
Tutors regrettably do not have
an opportunity to meet with the
teachers, and find the school en-
vironment difficult to visualize.
S.O. Gives Campus Halloween Parties
Service Organization's Halloween
party, given for children from Wel-
lesley's Community Center, was
held Oct 25. About 25 third grad-
ers, dressed In costumes and look-
ing slightly Inquisitive about the
surroundings, gathered In Shofer's
living room.
SO members led the group in
songs and contests such as pln-the-
tall-on-the-cat and eat-the-string-
til-you-can-bfte-the marshmallow.
Popcorn, apples, candy and punch,
and many outstretched hands char-
acterized the party.
More Parties
At nearly the same time, Cazon-
ove was host to children from New-
ton's Community Center. Jeannle
Lawrence '69, who arranged for
both parties, explained that they
were part of the S.O. on campus
activities program. She added, "We
are planning to have more parties
like this one a pumpkin carv-
ing party (held last Sunday) and,
If at all possible, a Christmas
party with skits for patients from
Boston Medical Hospital. Eventu-
ally we would like each dorm to
sponsor a party of this type for
children from different community
centers, hospital patients, I he men-
tally retarded, or some other
group."
Mentally Retarded
Children from community cen-
ters wore not the only ones at Wel-
lesley parties on,Wednesday, how-
ever, S.O. s|m>mkoi'<mI m luncheon
and scavenger hunt for 20 menially
retarded persons of Ixilh sexes
over the age of 10 from the Wel-
lesley-Newton Mental ' Hospital.
The three parties at Halloween,
Christmas, and Easter that S.O.
plans for these patients ore often
the only ones they hove, and I hey
have become "an Institution" at
the college since their Inception a
few years ago.
A Part of tho Community
"We would like to have more ac-
tivities of this sort on campus,"
Jeannle commented, "but in the
past we were handicapped by low
finances. If the fund drive Is suc-
cessful, we will definitely plan
more for the future. This is Just
one aspect of our progrom to use
Wellesley facilities for the benefit
of the community and to get more
programs started through which
we may help and get to know com-
munities near to us."
However, they do receive a short
briefing session at the centers, and
are free to consult with center
leaders if problems arise.
The children who come for
tutoring do not represent the low-
est poverty level. They are chil-
dren who have had previous con-
tact with the center, and children
whose homes do not disparage the
Importance of doing well In school.
There is the added factor that
having a tutor In Roxbury Is a
status symbol.
Friulrntlon and Reward
Yet one of the biggest obstacles
In overcome Is apathy on the part
of the tutees, It takos |>erslstence
aial patience to teach them that
It Is they who must do the work.
The majority of tutors would de-
scribe their experiences as extreme-
ly frustrating nt first, but worth-
while lu the end, Meeting with the
lulees only H& hours each week,
girls find II takes lime (o build up
ropiMirt.
In cases where there Is no tan-
gible grade Improvement by the
year's end, there still has been n
gain. These children are coming
Into contact with whites In n per-
sonal relationship where color Is
Irrelevant, Thus, Hie Wellesley
luloi'llin pingnun promotes under-
standing ns well ns belter grades.
Princeton Judges
Choose Go-Goers
I'rlneetonlnn reprcsen t a ( I v e s
Jiuli;ed 13 Wellesley girls on their
go-going abilities Ocl, 13, The try-
ouls were pari of a New Kngland
wide search for at least fi girls to
go-go on a 15-foot platform for the
Prlnce-Tlger dance during the
week-end of the Yale game, Nov.
17-18. The dance will be put on by
the Prlneetonlan, the college news-
paper.
The Judges took a five-day trip
(o view dancers at Smith, Centen-
ary, Mount Holyoke, Vnssar, and
Wellesley. Approximately 90 girls
tried out for the six positions. Each
girl who is chosen will be paid $20
for dancing and will be provided
with a date for the week-end.
(Continued from page 2)
ing achieves unification. Okay?
Ergo, departments and majors.
Crime
R.: But that doesn't follow at
all. Forcing knowledge Into pieces
so that the College can publish a
tidy catalogue Is a crime.
Student! Memorize this bit,
study this fragment. You better
had, too, because you'll be tested
on It whether you like it or not —
and given u little mark on paper
so that They can fit you Into the
ever-necessary category: Your
brain is filled to level X . .
.
But,
let me ask you, will that filled still
be there next month, or next year?
The odds ore you will have forgot-
ten that stulllng you never found
the time nor the effort to apply
In your own llfe-senrch — Just as
you will have forgotten a certain
human birthright — love of learn-
ing.
F.: Hold on, girl, hold on! You
don't like it the way it is. All
right — what would you suggest?
Suggestion
R.: Organic education. A com-
munity of scholars with all the re-
sources of that community opened
wide. Teachers teaching what they
want to teach. Students learning
what they wont to lcnrn. Leaving
the campus to see a chosen prob-
lem orca In three dimensions. Dis-
covering on the recommendations
of available experts but no
grades, no superimposed deparl-
mcntallzntlon, forced tests.
F: Down to earth a bit more
please. How will students know
what particular teachers have to
offer?
How?
R.: Professors could advertise
their wares. — like In the Middle
Ages: Anyone who wants to learn
thus and such come to be here and
now.
F.: Not feasible, but I'll let that
pass. How would you regulate sup-
ply and demand? Wouldn't faculty
members In more interesting fields
be glutted with students while
others rotted alone in their offices?
Well ... am
R.: Well ... urn ... I think If
l>eoplo were encouraged to explore
for themselves, they'd peck Into all
kinds of questions — and find out
that all kinds of fields can be in-
teresting.
Criticism of Scholarship Work System
Centers on Job Demand, Equality ofLoads
Twenty-three per cent of the stu-
dent body now receives scholarship
aid, ranging from S100 to full tui-
tion. Each upperclassman on schol-
arship is required to work 150
hours per year, an average of five
hours per week. Students doing
370 or holding major College of-
fices are excused.
Discontent
Complaints about the system are
thai some jobs are quite demand-
ing, while others are easy; and
that girls whose actual gift from
the College Is small must do the
same amount of work as girls
on full scholarship.
What is the College's official
policy about scholarship work?
Miss Anne Marie Spiegel,, the Col-
lege's financial aid officer, ex-
plained. "The College believes firm-
ly in the concept of self-help, and
that it Is appropriate to ask stu-
dents who are receiving financial
support from the College to bear
a portion of the cost.
Rationale for Work
"Because of this policy," she ad-
•ded, "work guarantees as well as
loans (10 to 20 per cent of the
total amount) are built Into every
award. The policy, of course, pre-
:edes me," continued Miss Spiegel,
.vho began her first academic year
»t the Job this fall.
"From my dealings thus far with
icholarship work, though, I feel ft
Is both fair and responsible. When
you think about it, the amount of
self help expected In proportion to
the size of the average gift Is very
small."
Average Amount
The average scholarship for lust
year's entering class was $1500.
This year tuition increased, and
the average freshman scholarship
was $1800. Of the freshman schol-
arship recipients, 65 per cent had
awards greater than $1500,
Scholarship work carries a credit
of $190 'a year toward the re-
cipient's tuition. According to Miss
Spiegel, this figure will probably
increase to "something over $200"




What about the complaint that
the Jobs are not equal — either
In effort required or benefit pro-
duced? "I honestly don't believe
there Is any feather-bedding," said
Miss Spiegel. "If students weren't
doing these jobs, someone else
would have to — at additional
expense to the college.
"In fact, this year we've had a
shortage and could not meet all
the requests for work-scholars,"
she added. The Jobs, of course,
vary. A girl assigned to one de-
partment may have specific duties
which require nearly every minute
of her time. Another may be need-
ed mainly to be In attendance.
"Girls, however, can request
spedlflc deportments,," explained
Miss Spiegel. "They should think
In advance about what kind of
work they want to do."
Test-case
A lest case of this College policy
came up' this summer. A girl who
had been working In Boston was
offered the chance to continue the
Job port-lime during the year. She
wrote to tho scholarship office,
asking whether she could pay the
school $190 instead of doing her
scholarship work.
"Members of the Scholarship
Committee debated this question
quite carefully, because the deci-
sion would set a precedent," said
Miss Spiegel.
"We decided not to grant her re-
quest for two reasons. First of all
her paying the money would not
solve the College's labor shortage
problem. Secondly, the Job In Bos-
ton would make no direct con-
tribution to the life of the Col-
lege," she explained.
More Flexibility— Maybe
Is there a possibility that this
system might become more flex-
ible? "Conceivably, yes," said
Miss Spiegel. "The committee de-
cided that work scholarships might
be made an optional part of an
award if the College situation
chunges so that there is no longer
a labor shortage problem. This
would not be a violation of the
basic philosophy of self-help be-
cause, presumably, a student would
have to borrow the equivalent
amount of money or earn It else-
where."
Whut about the complaint that
the amount of work required should
be relative to the amount of aid
received? "A system like that
would be impossible to admin-
ister," said Miss Spiegel. "The
total amount that a girl receives
Is Intended to meet her determined
need. Since everyone Is paid the
same amount for her work, the
$190 will be a greater fraction of
the total award the smaller the
award is.
Little Aid Actually
"Suppose a girl has a $300
scholarship, which is what is us-
ually awarded when need appears
to be slight. If she is a sophomore
or Junior, she must repay 20 per
cent of the award — that's $60.
She also has to work for $190
more. In other words, her outright
gift is only $50. "At this.point, a
girl may decide she'd prefer to
refuse the aid," explained Miss
Spiegel. "That's her privilege."
Miss Spiegel plans to meet with
all freshman scholarship recipients
this year to explain to them about
scholarship work and scholarship
policies In general.
F.: You're flying pretty high. I
know lots of girls who need "arti-
ficial" structure and testing. Most
every girl on my corridor will ad-
mit that if she weren't forced to
study by various pressures, such as
grades, she wouldn't study. She'd
gad about and have a great time.
I'd probably slough off myself.
We're not all nose-In-the-books
scholars, you know. You say, "Let
them learn what they want."
Okay. But what about all those
very capable, very Intelligent grad-
uates who look back on their four
years and say, "I'm sure glad I
was made to learn what I did. I'm
a much better person for It." Their
potential would have been lost to
society, and lost to themselves.
Human Frnllty
R.: I don't think It would turn
out like that.
F.: But that's the way It is. Be
it known, dear girl, that human
frailties do exist.
And another thing you're doing
in your Ideal non-system system Is
treating all kinds of learning Iden-
tically. Doesn't someone studying
history need a survey course at the
outset so that she can fit what she
learns later Into proper perspec-
tive? And even the most dedicated
scientist, especially the most dedi-
cated scientist, must learn In a cer-
tain sequence — and must, al-
though this appears to be a dirty
word for you, memorize useful
formulas. And wouldn't any seri-
ous student need testing to find out
whot she doesn't yet know?
Unfreeze
R.: I never ruled out evaluative
procedures. Of course students
could "find out where they stand"
— but I'd have them find out where
they really stand — through in-
formal, voluntary, non-terror test-
ing thut evaluated their progress
In rclutlon to subject matter, not
to their fellow students.
And your science person and
your history person would have the
freedom to learn what they want-
ed, utilizing the best possible pro-
cedures as these procedures sug-
gested themselves to their teacher-
advisers. I think pathways would
unfreeze.
In the Air
F.: Sure It sound great in the
air. But are "pathways" here at
Wellesley really "frozen?" Faculty
members and departments are try-
ing new approaches all the time.
Your demand for more experi-
mentation might produce another
kind of frost People vacillating
between wonderful methods num-
bers one, two, three, four and five.
Spending so much time consider-
ing how to learn, that they never
got around to learning.
R.: Do you really think so?
F.: I don't know but look I've
got to run. I have a 2:50.
R.: Hey, I do too. Um . .
.
well,
think about what I said though.
F.
: Yeah. I didn't mean to be so
skeptical. You do have some good
ideas.
R.: I'm sorry I was so antagon-
istic. I kind of get excited about
The Ideal College you know.
F.: Yeah.
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ROUND TWO...
Business takes a new look at the issues
»O0i<ii - o», «ii ; t niiiiiiiii i>i' lii
September 20,1967
Mr. Frederick W. Sayre
University of Arizona
1521 East Miles Street
Tucson, Arizona
Dear Mr. Sayre:
During the preceding school year. I gained Insight into campus attitudes toward business by
exchanging views with seven erudite and articulate undergraduates. They were:
Mark A. Belnlck, Cornell University; James T. Hill, Harvard University; Robert Byman,
University of Illinois; Edward A. Kokalas and Steven Stelmach, Michigan State University;
H. Thomas Fehn, University of Southern California; Larry W. Warner. University of Texas.
This letter-exchange was designed to bring Into the open certain negative opinions concerning
business. It provided me with an opportunity to respond with thoughts to back up my conviction
that business most certainly contributes to society . . . that It offers rewarding, exciting, and
honorable careers, as do teaching, the professions, and other worthwhile vocations.
In the discussions It was not my desire to persuade students away from some other worthy
career pursuit In favor of a career In business. I aay, choose the career for which you are best
suited, but make your selection on the basis ol factual Information.
Questions to mo, my answers, and our subsequent dialogue, were published throughout the
school year in college newspapers. The exchange stimulated a flow of correspondence from
college students, faculty members, businessmen, and parents. New questions were
I, Added emphasis was given to issues discussed in the published Dialogue.
Th ; significance o( this year-long Dialogue is difficult to assess. I have no precise indication
tha» ttltudes on campus toward business have generally modified. But interest In the program
suv sts that paths for the f roe-flow of communication between the corporation and the campus-
are u necessity. It Is only through mutuol understanding that buslnuss will attract a sufllclent
number ol creative, potontlally oapablo young men who are to become tomorrow's loaders.
Let me emphasize "paths" of communication—those exchanges botween college students
and myself are by no means the only way. The Dialogue program Is one positive movement
toward a dual objective—the exchange of ideas and views, (1) to generate mutual understanding
and respect between campus and business, and (2) to build empathy between those In the
professions and other vocations and those who choose business as a career.
The correspondence Implied to me that the Inadequate two-way communication up to now
has rosultod In cortaln misleading Impressions of tho buslnoss world. It Indicated also, that some
of tho nogatlvo nttiludoo are buood on oxlstlng Imporfoctlonu In nioilurn buslnoos,
There Is no donylng Imporfectlona In business. Corporations oru run by pboplo. and of course,
people are subject to errors In judgment. It la my sincere hope that by examining student
viewpoints, we will llnd ways for business to make Itself more attractive as a meaningful career.
I hope afso that bright young college students will view some of the imperfect areas as
challenges they may tackle from the inside as they pursue careers in business.
Last year's Dialogists expressed such opinions as:
"The distinguishing mark ot tho businessman is sameness."
"Corporations strangle talent with organizational Inortlu, hohblo ambition with
buroaucratlo lothargy."
"Ambition decays Into depondonoe upon seniority."
"Competence becomes clouded by boredom."
"Business makes few worthwhile contributions to society."
Are you willing to take up the exchange of views where the other students and I left off last
year.? If you are, let's discuss the pros and cons of business on the open platform of your
campus newspaper. I'd like to know your thinking and that of your contemporaries. Do
you regard business as stimulating, satisfying, rewording? Or stultifying and unexciting?
May I have your vlows, on tho level?
8lnoerely,
Robert W. Galvin, Chairman, Motorola Inc.
ROUND TWO . i , "Don't soil buslnuis thort," My* Robert W. Galvin, Chairman ol
Motorola Inc. Afttr a unique year-long exchange ot viewpoint* with student* at six colleges
voicing campus attitude* toward business in general, Gafvln contend* that business can truly olfer
fulfilling, meaningful career* to th* belter college graduates. Business— he wrote— Is not entirely
son"-seeking. It contribute* substantially to modern society; It Is mainstream In American life. It I* not dun, de-
humanizing, or aolely protlt motivated, aa many believe. O The sludonts' letter* expressing their questions and
,vlows regarding business, and Mr. Oalvln'a replies, wore published In 29 campus newspapers. It is with Iho hope of
Increasing the understanding and mutual respect between campus and businessmen, aa well as among the professions,
government, and business, lhat Mr, Golvln engage* In 1h!» second year of campu* dialogue which he calls "Round Two."
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Genetic Researcher Comments
On LSD, Chromosome Reports
Helicopter Travel Could Ease
Pain of Commuting to Logan
you have taken LSD. don't worry " pcriencui vary-from only one trip may be a valuable contribution Thm nas ^Jtok among Col- far from Collie buildings. The
says Dr. Jose Egozcue. a genetic to more than 100 LSD trips. toward unlocking the sccrots of admlnis(ratore about the ad. Hunnewell acres are large enough,
specialist at the Oregon Regional One Chromosome Damaged LSD. He is scrupulously careful in v
*
nt of allowing n helicopter but they are not flat, and are ni
Primate Center, 'The drug is not "I'm looking for chromosome his experiments, as only a man who char|er serv,ce ,Q ,and on ,he cam . an i nconvenicnt d |slance from , he
as dangerous as recent publicity damage. ' he said, and LSD does loves his work can be. To the per- pus and lo ,ax| passengers to center of campus. All convenient-
has led people to believe." cause at least one chromosome, sons who volunteered blood sam- i,oKnn . i n „dditlon, helicopters ly-locatcd land is too close to town
Egozcue is considered, along with Philadelphia One, found in clrculat- pics, Dr. Egozcue has proven he m lght solve the transportation residential areas.
Maimon M. Cohen, State Unlvcr- Ing blood cells, to become broken." can be trusted to keep their Iden- problem generated by cross-regis- Schneider sees helicopters as
sity of New York, as one of the (This condition bears some re- titles anonymous. tration with MIT. "certainly a lime saving solution
country's most knowledgeable LSD semblance to leukemia, but Is not "I wouldn't take It myself," he Air Travel Foster but also a very expensive one." To
researchers. He has often been leukemia). "As far ns I know, snld of LSD, but he believes the Air General. Inc.. a helicopter- establish a regular helicopter ser-
quotcd In the American press, Philadelphia One breakage will not dangerous nRpcct of the drug has charter service with routes be- vice between Wellesley and Cam-
though he says that many of the cause any permanent or lost Ing l>ern Inflated by many popular Iween several suburban towns and bridge, the College woud either
warnings sounded against LSD by damage." He added thnl the con- periodicals. He said, "No one Is I-ognn, charges $20 per person have lo rent the use of a heli-
national magazines arc alnrmlst dltlon would pruhnlily disappear hi sure how much damage, If any, 'rip, or $12 one way. Their copter or buy one of its own. which
and false nlxiut 10 years nfler the lust 1-SD the drug causes In hralu rolls, and bellroplers can carry four pns- would then Involve the services of
Not Always Damage dose. nnlxxly really knows, In the brain, "engem and 2^0 pounds of luggage, a plot, mechanic, etc.
"I don't think that LSD will Dr. Egozcue Is one <>r the few what Is psychological and what Is "»«' cn" mnkc Ihc Wcllcslcy-Logan Still a Dream












said, "and as long as a mother blood samples from LSD users He said there could be a rela- . ,
wellesley s bus '"«s manager, copter would cost about $95,000.
does not take the drug during the "from off the street." "I sample tionshlp between "bad trips" and "° -
, hn , 1^ ?LW0U,d 06 «PaM* of traveling at
first months of her pregnancy, her those who take drugs just for kick; brain cell damage, but nobody ln |SS |nn askance orinont
125 to "0 mph and carrying four




serious, drug-induced abnormnll- sons who take Ihe drug under field, chromosome rcasenrcli, his liollimrl would hnve to be located In*?* CODtor would cost between
ties." . laboratory controlled conditions. I work In hIIII In nn lllflllll stage, „„ fnP ns possible from residential 5375,000 and WOO.OOO if purchased
Not everyone who has taken LSD get n much bigger variety." Al any lime he mlghl discover incus, and a public hearing would n0W "
sustains chromosome damage. Honest Man Hint LSI) does do |iennanent or probably be held before a permit
"LSD. if taken in small doses, Dr. Egozcue comes off as an serious damage to humans. could be granted.
Whether or not Wellesley stu- The College has little land, he
dents will be commuting by hell- said, which would meet al) the
copter to Logan Airport and Cam- requirements for a heliport. It
arms. So far over 80 persons have honest man. As a medical re- ^Idge in the near future depends would have to be 100 by 100 feet.
about 150 mics, rarely causes
broken chromosomes," said Dr.
Egozcue. He said that the number
of trips a person has taken is pro-
Violence of "Bonnie and Clyde"...
the dialogue between Bonnie is" "that posilbllT^'oT'esUWIshTng
id ( lyde. "Once n criminal, nl- „ direct train service.
(Continued from page 8) waiting, II seems, for the challenge
bably not important, it Is the size a commendable grasp of what U Clyde Harrow ofTem In his ills-
of the dose which determines the or what hns been,
. iiriiilii)(ly.filtniollvp existence ("I ways n criminal," quoth the cynic,
damage, if any. "LSD Is not ml- Bonnie und (Hyde Is no ill- roll hanks" J as well as In his Inv Meanwhile, you slowly reallzo, with
dictivc," he added, "but it can be legory. ir one wants In CI hide poleney ("I lold you I Weren't no Ilnnnle, Hint It never would have
habit-forming, like tobacco." that "crime doesn't pay." It Is lover."). The challenge Is conveyed been nny different.
Man In the Street only to sallnte one's own mural Inv strangely by Heatty and ncceplcd Bonnie and Clyde arc both hor-
Dr. Egozcue, a young man who is pulses. elusively by Fayc Dunaway, but rifled and ultimately destroyed by
not afraid to answer truthfully. Just What, Then? somehow or other, it is extremely violence — the violence which is
some of the questions which plague Whore are we then? In Bonnie credible that indeed Bonnie would their life, their day-to-day. unde-
LSD users, Is n pioneer in the field and Clyde it doesn't really mat- take off with Clyde In his car; stop fined rnlson d'etre. Yet the movie
or relating chromosome dnmagc to tor, except for the drawling ac- in town; leave In yet another "tin decs not comment on the Incvlt-
LSD
- cent and the caricature or the 1,1/zle;" and Inter be absolutely ability of II all. Never docs the
He is a well-know personality to simple lire in the Southwest din- furious when he Is unable lo roll expected happen,
Portland's drug-using community. Ing the depressing '30s. a hank Ik'CIUISO the cashier simply Violence, nn<] Laughter
both hippie and straight, because Bonnie Parker lives In a small laughs nl him nnd reimrls that The Impact of the movie cm-
he has circulated among them, tnk- lown with her mother; she is n
v
the bank failed weeks ago. No one bodies laughter nnd violence and
ing blood samples out of their broad waitress
-slut figure just tried to explain to Bonnie's mo- their rapid Arc succession in the
{. ^ 7 /»•. (if ii • 4*
—"
—
tlves; no one should. lives of two very real people and
Cancer Society Cites Wellesley Student
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pated in the Alvan T.. Viola D. senior cancer investigators at well h,ms*,f! ™s ,otn > Evolve dichotomy and viewers' inability
Fuller/American Cancer Society known cancer research centers "™t precludes the evocation of to resolve it It is an inexplicable




sympathy, or judgment, juxtaposition, but more important-
gram. Dr. Gerald |G. Garcclon «"c Society's Research Committee. ARain ' thls ls tnc nrt: ,hc ,y ' ltJ* an csscnUally successful
President of the Mass Division is designed lo Introduce promising t,,lnl"y of the experience which one. The creators of Bonnie and
the American Cancer Society science sludenls to the ntmos- "Males Itself In every ride through Clyde deserve commendation for
made the presentation Oct 24 nl ,)hcrc of w°rklng In a research tho country, in the slurs over the creating so unique and refreshing,
the 22nd Annual Meeting Institution, thereby training them bedroom scenes; from the "I didn't if controversial, a picture.
The students, all from' colleges ear,ler for careers in research mcnn to hurt him, really" to the I left the Halloween party early,
which are not associated with a flclds -
Other transportation alternatives
are bus and railroad shuttles. A
railroad track near the MIT cam-
pus connects to the line through
Wellesley. "Of course it's still a
dream," said Schneider, but there
ELMS HOUSE
637 Washington St,
young men (dates) one night
15.00; two nights $8.00 plus tax
CE 5-2274
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Wellesley Sq. CE 5-3603
Across from the
South Shore Natl Bank
Open Friday night 'tU 9 PJW.
HELP WANTED
Like Books? Want to head up n
Special Selling Campaign?
Coll CE 5-2830
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Collric Thralrr".
"What church was your father "Bonnie" and "Clyde" were still
J
afniiated with?" of good old C.W. there, complete with blood stains
;
Moss (who, incldentially, Is just and bullet holes. I cannot forget
plain funny!). Michael J. Pollard how real that blood looked. Just
Is n marvelous du|io who unwlt- as I will not forget how beauti-
tlngly survives the Barrow family fully real Bonnie and Clyde
fate.
I. mill mils Sidekicks
Offsetting the dynamics of Bon-
nie and Clyde arc the easily dis-
missed, but vitally ludicrous Gene
Hackman and Estclle Parsons, who
play Burt and Blanche, Clyde's
brother nnd his wife. She screams
well. And you grow to hate her
Just as Intensely as Bonnie does.
Just plain In-laws. That's all. They
die, rather violently, too, but
neither you not" Bonnie nor Clyde
can spend much time or thought
lamenting the dubious misfortune.
For now there is the hypotheti-
cal situation to contemplate. What
if they (you) could wipe the slate
clean and begin again? The futility
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Community Playhouse
Wellesley Hills CEdar 5-0047
Wellesley Hills CE 5-0047
Evenings at 7:45
Sun. font. Beginning at 4:30
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